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Keeping Chickens Newsletter

If you know anyone who may enjoy this
newsletter please let them know that they
can subscribe at:
www.KeepingChickensNewsletter.com

January 2009

Hi

Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter.

As usual, if you have any chicken related questions (or even tips, stories,
coop photos etc. you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or
blog posts) then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com
and I will do my best to answer / include them.

Best Wishes
Gina
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Diary of A Poultry Keeper
~January~

Thoughts from a rural poultry keeper at the turn of the last century.

“This is one of the coldest months of the year, and one must see that the
fowls are all comfortably housed and in good condition. Pullets will be
mostly laying by this time and backward ones can be brought on by a
special diet of green bone fresh from the butcher’s. The older hens ought
also to be well forward, and breeding-pens should be mated at once with
second or third year birds. In the early days five hens to one cockerel
should not be exceeded, especially as eggs are expensive at this period,
and one wants every one of them fertilised. The male bird should be
introduced to the pen about three weeks before the eggs are required for
incubating, and it is well to feed him heavily for a week or two before
mating up. A male bird should never be allowed to run loose with pullets.
All birds not absolutely needed for egg-production or breeding should be
culled out and sold. Be sure that the house be as warm as possible and
free from draughts. Feed plenty of good, wholesome food. If you feed dry
mash, let the hopper be open all day, and feed not less than two ounces of
sound grain per bird per day. If wet mash is fed, let the birds eat as much
as they can pick up in, say, half-an-hour, but afterwards clear away
anything remaining until the next meal. Vary the grain food by giving
wheat, oats and barley or kibbled maize alternately.
Get your incubators ready and give them a trial run to see they are in
working order. If there are any frost-bitten combs apply a little
camphorated oil gently rubbed in. Be sure that you do not get your
hatching eggs frozen by leaving them exposed too long.”

Vaseline applied to the combs and wattles of roosters (and hens) with large combs,
can help protect against frostbite in freezing weather - and will soothe frostbitten

areas if any does occur.
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Subscriber Letters

Jan : Last time this Bantam Leghorn sat, all the eggs were no-goers. After
four weeks of sitting, I subscribed to your newsletter to find out the most
humane way to get her off the nest and back into scratching with the
others on the farm here. That was fine, after a day or so. And then ....
She nested again, this time with fifteen eggs. And they hatched right on
time - eleven in all - she was just glued to those eggs, and I only saw her
leave the eggs three times in three weeks. She was a little spoilt, as I hand
fed her. After 20 days, there were chickens everywhere and a day later,
she took them on a grand tour of the garden - even the runt had to keep
up.

In the scheme of things, two died, and when she settled at night with all
the chickies in a snake track, I relocated her to a mower catcher on the
veranda with the dogs nearby. She was not happy at all. So .... The very
next night, at two and a half weeks old, she flew up about four metres to
the chicken tree ( a big native bottlebrush ) and sat there until they all
joined her. What a racket there was.

We could not believe those babies could get so high ! It was amazing !
That's when we grabbed the camera !
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Then, a couple of nights later, we heard the chickens squawking, and we
grabbed the gun, climbed the tree & shot a snake - too late - with a big
lump of a chicken in it's belly. Bad luck, as it was one of two hens ! Now,
they number eight, and have had a great time in the garden, not phased by
our kelpie dogs, and have grown so much, they can no longer all sit under
her wing.

She has turned out to be a great mother - which in itself is quite a feat - as
this time last year, her mother was devoured by a huge carpet snake - it
was a magnificent snake - and it was well satisfied with the feast and
asleep in the run when I found the orphan baby squawking madly. So that
time, I carefully covered the mower catcher where it was, roped it up, and
then we drove about fifty kilometers to relocate the snake in the forest. It
was extremely lazy when we took the cover off the catcher, and probably
would not need to feed for a few weeks.

That's about the end of my chicken story, except to say, I think there are 7
roosters and just one hen. I will have to sell them, as our resident rooster
Frizzle remains king, and would not like all that competition.
Cheers - Chookiejan - Queensland.

Christy Weick : Here's my question, when coming out of the egg, do all
chicks hatch yellow, gold or along that color tone? And if they do, when
do they change color tones? We have Tex and Mex in the mini dome
incubator and the dad is Roo the RIR and our flock includes RIRs (3 hen
now) and BPRs (9 now). How can we tell the difference between a pure
RIR baby chick and a cross between Roo and a BPR chicken? When we
received our RIR they were light brown in color at 2 days of age. When
we purchased the BPRs they were several weeks old and black with a
little white on the head and chest.
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This is our first go with hatching, Hopefully the B-date is 1/20/2009

My Reply : Different breeds of chicks can hatch out at different colours.
A standard Black Sex Link chicken is a cross between a Rhode Island Red
or New Hampshire Red rooster and a Barred Rock hen so although I am
not 100% sure I think that may be what you would be getting if it were
not a pure Rhode Island Red chick. If so the black sex link female is a
completely black chick, and the black sex link male is black with a white
spot on the top of its head. I believe that Rhode Island Red chicks are
born a yellowy-brown.

Jackie : My partner works in large University gardens where they
regularly chip all sorts of branches and shrubs, which they have no use
for. Would I be able to use these chippings in the chicken enclosure or
would it be harmful to their feet? Also, is there a time of year better for
buying chickens or does it not matter?, bearing in mind we do live in
England.

My Reply : . Any chippings / shavings used should be absolutely bone-
dry. Home-made wood chippings can be tricky because of the potential
problem with mould. Mould can cause a lot of health issues with chickens
(and people) so it would be a bit risky to use them. Cedar is toxic to both
chicks and chickens but can be particularly overpowering if used with
chicks in a brooder. Some plants / bushes can also have various toxins in
which may be harmful so unless you can separate tree wood from bushes
etc. and be sure they are absolutely dry it is probably better to avoid
using the chippings altogether.

In most breeds pullets will start to lay at around 6 months old and it is
easier for them if they have done their growing and started laying by
around September/October time before it gets into the cold weather. So,
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in theory an 'ideal' time would be around March but people hatch
chickens out all-year round.

Hazel : Our three ex battery girlies are all doing well. We have given up
on Doris  laying and have come to the conclusion that it is because she is
too fat. Any treats, and she is the first there until Rosie comes and sorts
her out. Today the strangest thing - one of them laid a soft egg the size of
a marble - we suspect it may have been Doris but it was really weird.
Rosie worried us yesterday as she normally lays a beautiful egg every day
but for some reason she just sat on the nest all afternoon and didn't
produce anything. It snowed here a little while ago and because I was so
worried about shutting their door to keep them warm, I forgot to close
their run door. They push their door open in the morning and when I
looked out they were all standing at the open run door but were
obvisously too frightened of  the snow to come out into the garden, they
looked so funny.

We let out girlies free range in our garden in the afternoon after they have
done their duty, well Doris does try sometimes. We have put chicken wire
over our barked path as they so loved digging it up and any tasty plants,
to a chicken anyway, I put wire mesh round. Our garden is not very big
but I think I would rather have my girlies running around happy than
pristine flower beds. Merry christmas all you chicken lovers. Hazel.

Jennie Roe : I hope you like the photo of my grandson Declan sitting in
the sun on Christmas Day with Margret on his Knee. We have five
chickens in all and they live free range during the day and have a nice dry
coop at night. Here in Lincolnshire the weather is reasonably kind but I
have noticed that two of my girls are losing weight someone suggested
that I give them cat food to eat as it will give them protein, do you think I
should and if so what? They are just over two years old and are warrens I
think. The girls are feed on good quality layers mix and a cup of corn in
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the afternoon I do not feed them table scraps as some people do but they
do have bread. They are good layers 20 plus a week, I think that is good
going considering its winter, I would try to slow them down by keeping
them in longer but the noise is unbearable. They are let out at 6.30 and
turn in when they like, they are locked in and safe from Mr Fox. (I hope )

My Reply : At this time of year, and particularly if you are noticing any
feathers around, their apparent weight loss could be a 'moult' (shedding
of old feathers for new ones) - it can sometimes take several months to
complete a moult and does make them look thinner simply because there
are less feathers and they generally look more under the weather. Cat
food is given by some as a treat because it is high in protein and so if
your hens are in moult a lot of the protein from their food is going into
generating the new feathers (cat food is also high in fat so is not ideal).
Black oil sunflower seeds are also high in protein and can be a healthier
alternative to the cat food. Another possibility for weight loss may be
their free-ranging giving them a lot of exercise and because it is colder
they are burning up more calories than in the summer (and there are less
bugs etc. around for them to eat). Grit (to help them digest) is sometimes
also an issue when chickens lose weight so it may help to leave a little
grit near their feeder just in case. Hope that helps.

Sharon Wise : Gina, I remember that the 'old timers' uses a particular
wood for the chicken perch, to reduce mites. I can't remember what wood
it was (?????oak, birch, willow,?????). Have you any information about
this? Thanks so much for the newsletter...it is excellent.

My Reply : I've looked through a few books and can't find any mention of
one particular wood type. I did find this account in the 200 eggs book
(written about 100 years ago) “The perches are of spruce, 2x3, with the
upper end slightly rounded, and set in sockets cut out of boards. They are
removable. The perches are also covered with hot tar, as are the sockets
in which they are set. Red mites let my houses severely alone.” I don't
know how widely that was adopted it may just be the authors personal
findings.

200 Eggs a Year
Chicken Care Guide

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/200eggs-ChickenCare.htm
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Gloria Tauzin : I just thought I would share these pictures of how I am
keeping out the hawks. After my first bantam rooster was taken by a
hawk, I looked up about chickens and hawks and found that this woman
who was loosing chicks daily to a hawk used fishing line weaved like a
spider web over them kept them out. She stated it worked great but that it
would eventually break up due to the sun. Well I thought about it and had
a roll of hay bale twine. As you can see from the pictures it worked great.
I couldn't afford to close the pen in so I had two landscape timbers and
some bamboo and attached twine to bamboo and ran to the barn and just
made a web. Works great. I used bamboo to raise the twine inside so I can
get around. Now I don't have to worry so much. Hope this will help
someone who has this dilemma. Take care and God Bless.
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John Hams : What causes egg bound? I Have about 30 chooks in 2
different yards each with a rooster, auto feeder and auto water, they are
let out each day to roam our 2 acre property and have shell grit in their
nests. I lose 2 to 3 a year from egg bound, they either die or I put them
out of their misery.  Regards John Hams, Clare S. A. Australia.

My Reply : There are a few common reasons that it can happen - one is
that the egg is just too big for the pelvis, another possibility is there is not
enough calcium in the diet (calcium is required for muscle retraction),
another reason is that they might be too weak from some other condition
(which could be nutrition or illness related). Sometimes a hen may be
dehydrated and the part which moves around the egg as it is laid is too
dry and stuck to it preventing it from getting out.

If the problem is a small pelvis then it is almost certainly hereditary and
prevention may not be possible. If the problem is lack of calcium then
crushed oyster shells may help. A general poultry nutrient / vitamin
supplement such as Avia Charge 2000 can also have a positive effect on
their overall health (the nutrients they need are present in layers food,
but sometimes they don't eat enough of it so a supplement helps make
sure they have everything they need).

Debbie Hoch : Gina, Your newsletter is fantastic. I love the connection to
other people who have chickens! I find your information very helpful
during the year. I live in Northern Maine and have four wonderful
chickens! They do not lay in the winter and I do not have artificial light or
heat for them, but a very solid draft proof coup for the winter! Our
temperatures are around 15 degrees in the winter; and I must admit, I am
always amazed when I open the coup in the morning and the chickens are
happy to come out and peck at the snow! I feed them commercial feed in
the winter and only supplement with some fresh tomatoes or leftovers
from the kitchen (they are very fond of spaghetti!). Have a wonderful
holiday season and please keep the newsletter coming! It is a pleasure.
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JC Finch : Thank you for the great newsletter! My husband and I just
started with day-old chicks in March 2008 and we had them in boxes in
our laundry room (that was interesting!) until the weather here in
Tennessee got warm enough to put them out. In late April we put the six
chicks and the little bunny we had bought at the same time into an
enclosure we call “BunPeep Village.” Mocha the bunny “roosted” with
the chicks on top of a box in the bunny hutch and also had chick feed
snacks from time to time!

Here's Mocha the bunny with some of the chickens roosting at night!

Through the summer the chickens grew and four of them turned out to be
cockerels and one pullet disappeared, so we traded (plus some cash of
course) three of the boys for four Silver Lace Wyandotte pullets and now
we have a happy family of six plus Mocha the bunny and her friend
Momo. The chickens still share some living space with the bunnies and
share corn with six mallards.

Here are the chickens, from left to right: Lacy, Zinnia, Rudy, Pearl, Poppy and Dotty,
with the mallards Petunia and Buford and their four ducklings.
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This fall the chickens went on a "hay ride", enjoying a pile of weeds stopped on the
way to the compost pile! Zinnia, Rudy and Poppy are on the wheelbarrow.

Our cockerel Rudy is a little aggressive but we talk to him in a stern tone
and sometimes carry a stick. The girls are very sweet and they all run
around like little crazy feathered dinosaurs, creating little circles where
they've scratched in the leaves, making our wooded areas look like alien
visitation sites!

We're getting 4-5 eggs a day, with the Wyandottes laying medium brown
eggs, some with speckles, and the Leghorn Zinnia (we think she's a
Leghorn) laying very light brown eggs. Their eggs are delicious and I've
found one double-yolker so far. And their shells have all been very
adequate, none soft (we live in a limestone area, and as one of your
readers mentioned, this might be helping to make hard shells).

The day after Thanksgiving I gave our black labrador some leftover
chunks from a turkey carcass. Two of the Wyandottes hung around and
pilfered turkey bits from the dog! It was really fun to watch and our dog
didn't seem to mind a bit. I hope all of your readers are enjoying their
chickens as much as we are! JC Finch

Success With Poultry
Practical Advice on Eggs, Feeding,

Chicks, Housing, Diseases, Incubators and
Brooders, Turkeys Ducks and Geese

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/successwithpoultry.htm
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Luke Johnson : Hello, here are some pictures of my speckled sussex also
my roo Peeper. Also Rocky, my barred rock pullet and a few of my
ladies. Thanks Luke Johnson of Fillmore New York.

I went out to my chicken house and found a huge egg - I guess I need a bigger carton.
That is why I have white leghorns.
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Carol Ehlinger : I have a mixed breed of chickens. We just started
keeping chickens this past June so we are new at it. I currently have 10
hens and one rooster. The rooster is an americauna. We also have 4
leghorns (which I won't get again as they are too flighty), 1 buff
orpington (my favorite as she is so calm and sweet), 2 silver laced
wyandottes, 1 ameraucauna, and 2 black hens which I got at a swap
meet...they are very nice hens like the buff orpington...really sweet, quiet
mannered and gentle.

My husband and I in
front of our new coop
which we built
together...he wanted to
act like American gothic.

My "babies" I don't know what breed the black ones are...

Our variety of eggs                       My step children and the
eggs...being silly
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Judy Stearns : Good Morning Gina - I realize that you are not from the
United States, but I live in Michigan in the US and have too many
roosters - They are beautiful and I cannot find it in myself to butcher
them just because they happen to be male - If you get any request for
roosters in Michigan, would you let me know? - I’m not sure what I’m
going to do with them all, but the hens are getting tired of so many
roosters - There is only one that is aggressive, the others are friendly; not
sitting on your lap friendly, but they can be handled - Thanks for any help
you can give.

Todd Bardsley : Can guineas and chickens be housed together? And are
their eggs good to eat? Thank you so very much. TODD - in Nashville,
Indiana

My Reply : Guineas and chickens can in theory be housed together and
in many cases do get along just fine but they are naturally more ‘wild’
than chickens so occasionally there can be problems - it seems to be in
smaller groups of guineas (say 6 or less) that this can show itself the
most. If they are able to free range over a large area they are happiest
and will tend to keep themselves together as a group of guineas seperate
from the chickens. They will breed with chickens, but any chicks will be
infertile. Their eggs are very tasty but small.

Karen Pickering : Hello Gina, I live in Brisbane and wondered if any of
your readers could advise me on a good laying hen/hens for this part of
Australia. I have just subscribed to your newsletter and so far have found
it very interesting. Just need to buy some chickens now to get things
started. With Kind Regards, Karen

Guinea Fowl
A Guide To Raising Guineas

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/Guineas
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Chris Berni : I will be a rookie chicken guy this spring. I do plan on
building a 4'x4' coop 4 foot high. Can I house 6 laying hens? I will have a
fenced in run (top, too) that is 25' or 30'. Sound okay?  Chris

My Reply : A general guide for floorspace of a coop house is a minimum
of 2 square feet per bird and for run space if there is an attached run the
minimum would be 3 square feet per bird, but you could easily double
those figures for a more comfortable living area for them if you have the
room (some people prefer the guidelines of 4 square feet per bird housing
and 10 square feet per bird for run space). Although chickens enjoy
perching they don’t physically need a great deal of height, but it can
greatly affect the comfort and convenience of the person caring for them
and cleaning the coop etc. so access may be the main consideration when
deciding on the height of the coop.

Charlotte : Gina,  My peeps are able to free range on the weekends when
we are home to watch them due to hawks, foxes and a bear that keeps
trying to get in at them at night. When I walk up to them they will stomp
their feet three or four times and then squat down so that we can "pet"
them. They will stay like that until we stand up then they walk away. My
question is, why do they stomp? I really enjoy your newsletter. We had
chickens when I was growing up, but there are a lot of things I don't
remember and you are a great help.

My Reply : I don't know if this is the same as your stomping but if they
are kind of squatting down submissively to be petted (and especially if
they ruffle their feathers and seem to enjoy it) then they are probably
thinking of you as their rooster ;-)

Lee Gautier : I do have a big question. A few days ago we rescued 4
young hens (I think they are New Hampshire Reds). They are beautiful
healthy birds and are blending nicely into our flock of 5 other rescued
chickens. One of the new hens has deformed toes with extra long nails.
Can these nails be clipped? We clip our dogs' nails so have an
understanding of the process so as not to cause bleeding if clipped too
close.

My Reply : You can clip their toenails in the same way as a dogs - if very
new and timid it may be better to let her settle in a bit before too much
handling though.
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Portable Chicken Run Fencing Tip
from Terry Wagg

Love your newsletter so I thought I would offer this suggestion / tip.

Thinking of making a portable chicken run? Then why not use old
industrial security fencing panels? They help ease the cost and provide
you with a run that is light-weight, portable, safe and enduring.

I guess they must be in use all over the world, and thus available to
everyone, but here in the UK it is possible to buy the sort of wire mesh
fence panels insisted upon by the Health & Safety people as safety
barriers around construction sites and the like. These make absolutely
excellent pens, or yards as I believe our American cousins call them.

Their original purpose is to surround a construction site as an easily
erectable security panel - stopping thieves and the like getting in. They
are made from light-weight aluminum alloy frames encasing welded wire
sheets, usually measuring 2 metres by either 2 or 3 metres or so (about 6
feet six inches by nine or ten feet approx). Each panel is secured to
the next by two 'cheap' metal clamps and are fitted into heavy rubber feet
every two metres - but you don't need the feet. Unfortunately the rubber
feet ensures that the bottom on the fence panel sits about six inches above
the ground - very undesirable if you have foxes in the vicinity. However,
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the answer is very simple - turn them upside down, that way there is no
gap for a fox to get underneath them. It makes them much sturdier as
well.

When formed onto a rectangle, and each panel is correctly fastened to
each other, they make a very robust and easily transported enclosure that
is just perfect for a chicken run. You can even buy the door / gates,
especially made for such enclosures - making access very easy indeed.

I like to make mine fox proof a little further by laying a 3 feet wide roll
of chicken wire mesh on the ground before erecting the panels onto it.
That way Reynard cannot dog under it!!

New panels can be purchased from the manufacturers but the easiest way
to get hold of them is to just ask the site manager at any large building
site. Chances are that he will have some that he needs to get rid of
anyway - and will probably welcome you with open arms as it saves him
sending them for disposal.

By their very nature, these panels often become bent or twisted on a
building site, where they are almost inevitably become damaged. No
matter - the chances are that the damaged ones will be taken away to the
dump and discarded - making them very cheap - or even free of charge.
They can often be 'straightened out' by laying them flat on the ground and
'jumping on them' - or even driving a truck over them!!

If they can be straightened then so much the better but if not, just cut
the wire mesh from the damaged frames and sandwich it between a
couple of lengths of timber - one and a half inches by one inch works
fine, and hey presto, you've made your own frame!!

Try it - you will be impressed.
Regards, Terry Wagg, Anglesey, North Wales.

How To Make A Poultry
House and Run

Traditional Poultry Ark and Run
design.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE
DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/poultryhouse.htm
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Subscriber Coops

Thanks to Eduardo Salazar (located in Pangasinan, Philippines) for these
photos of his coop.

“A pleasant day to you. I am attaching herewith some of the photographs
of my chicken coop and run. Truthfully speaking, I got plenty of ideas
and design thru reading your newsletter. And I am so much thankful
about that.

Around the coop and run, I transplanted banana trees to give shades
especially during sunny days. The run is surrounded with metal chicken
wire at the lower part, while and at upper part, a nylon fish net was
installed all over the top to enclose and secure the fowls.
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Inside the chicken house, there are three roosting bars made of bamboo,
twelve nests and a bench to accommodate young and non-laying chickens
especially the roosters in case they got tired of roosting.

A bamboo stair was also provided for easy access towards the nests, the
roosting bars and bench. A 25 watt bulb was also installed to be lighted
only to give heat when the weather is too cold.
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The door of the chicken house is made of bamboo which has a space for
air to enter. There is also a small gap between the roof and the wall to
promote and ensure ventilation.

I am sending the photographs as a token to show and express my deep
gratitude to you.

----------------------------

Thanks to Gloria Tauzin for these photos of her coop and cages.

“Hi Gina, Really love your newsletter, just thought I would share with
your readers. I finished my chicken barn and also build the cages you see
in the pictures, my neighbor called the white one a chick condo. I have
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been enjoying my chickens and really enjoyed building. I hope woman
who really love to start would know that with a little reading they can do
it. Thanks for the help.”
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Thanks to Bob and Allison for these photos of their coop

“Just wanted to show off our hen house. My oldest daughter and I took
our old swingset and used ideas we got from other websites and molded
them into our own twist. My wife wanted a tool shed and we needed a
hen house. The outhouse pictured was the ‘playhouse’ side the chicken
side was the ‘swing’ side. We put in a drawbridge, nest boxes, and tried
to build most of it from old skid's gotten from the local sheetmetal fab
shop. We got 3 barred rocks, 3 rhode island reds, 2 silver lace, and 2 blue
andulsion (I dont think that’s spelled right;-). Love your letter hearing
from other people starting out like us thanks. Bob and Allison”


